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In view of the needof an accuratemodellingof nongravitational
forceson laser-trackedsatellites,
it is important to understandtheir rotational dynamics, which determinesthe temperature anisotropy
and the enõuingradiation recoil effects. We propose a model of the torques acting on LAGEOS due
to eddy currents and gravity gradient. The electromotive forces induced in the spacecraft by its
rotation in the magneticfield of the Earth dissipateangularmomentumand producea precessionof the
spinaxis; the oblatespacecraftwill precessin the gravitationalfield of the Earth at a rate proportional
to the rotation period. Therefore the gravitational torques become more and more important with time
and eventually may produce a chaotic dynamics. The predicted evolution of the spin period agrees

very well with the few experimentaldataavailableand corresponds
to an approximatelyexponential
growth rate of about 3 years.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the 1960s, space physicists devoted a good deal of
attention to the natural torques acting on spacecraft, with the
hope of controlling their attitude without active propulsion
systems;for example, by activating magnetsinside a spacecraft orbiting in the magnetic field of the Earth one could

control its attitude [Wilson, 1959, 1960, 1964;Hecht and
Manger, 1964]. Colombo investigated the rotation of Explorer XI and studied the torques induced by the gravitational gradient [Colombo, 1964] and by permanent magnetization with hysteresis effects [Colombo, 1967]. Colombo
[1967] also give a short and semiempirical discussionon the
loss of angular momentum due to eddy currents, one of the

maintopicsof the presentwork.
With the advent of active and precise attitude control
systems,the problem of natural torqueson spacecraftlost its
main practical interest and laid neglectedfor some time, but

chioni, 1989]. A better understanding of the nongravitational
forces will become more and more important in the future.
Recently, Ciufolini [1986] proposed using two LAGEOS
satellites with supplementary inclinations to measure the
gravitomagnetic force due to the angular momentum of the
Earth; the final error of this relativistic experiment is limited
by our "poor" knowledge of the nongravitational forces
acting on the two spacecraft [Ciufolini, 1987].
At this very high accuracy, several complex and little
known effects come into play: one could say, the nongravitational forces acting on LAGEOS are an interesting problem of space physics in itself [Rubincam, 1982, 1987; Rubincam et al., !987; Afonso et al., 1980, 1985, 1990; Anselmo et
al., 1983; Barlief et al., 1986; Farinella et al., 1990; Ciufolini
et al., 1990]. We have a drag due to the interaction with the
charged particles; the radiation pressure from the Sun, as
modified by the eclipses; the radiation pressure from the

now thereis a strong,new motivationfrom the needfor a full

Earth, bothin the opticalandthe infraredband;and, finally

and crucially, the reaction due to the anisotropic radiation
emitted by the spacecraftwith an inhomogeneoustemperature distribution. In particular, Rubincam [1987] and Rubinaccuracy
of •10 -•ø cm/s2;indeed,thisveryhighaccuracy, cam et al. [1987] has shown that the observed, long-term
change in the semimajor axis of LAGEOS could be exand a good theoretical model to match it, is required by the
plained by the "radiation rocket" effect due to the terrestrial
exceedinglyprecise range measurementsavailable (down to
infrared radiation on a spinning spacecraft, although the
1 cm) and the need for a good orbital solution valid for a long
direct Earth albedo radiation pressure could also give a
time. A very accurate knowledge of the orbital elements of
similar effect [Anselmo et al., 1983]. Since the temperature
LAGEOS is important for geodetic applications. Indeed, at
anisotropyis determined by the vectoria! angular velocity, a
present, the anomalous, along-track acceleration, which is
theoretical model for its time evolution is required.
the main causefor the uncertaintyin the positionof LAThe "radiation rocket" effect may play a role for a
GEOS, is evaluated with a least squares fit which uses as
laser-trackedsatellite on three counts: (1)the solar heating,
unknown parametersits averagesover an interval from 1 to
especially as a consequence of eclipses, which produce
2 weeks. However, this time interval will become shorter as
long-term effects on the orbital elements; (2) the infrared
the accuracy in the distance measurementsincreases, leadradiation of the Earth [Rubincam, 1987]; and (3) for slowly
ing to an unpleasantproliferation of unknown parameters;in
rotating satellites, the "daily" Yarkowsky effect due to a
fact, a new type of data analysis in which each pass is
lack of temperature uniformity along their equator, producindependently fitted has been proposed [Milani and Meling an additional force orthogonal to the spin axis. The
Copyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union.
knowledgeof the spin vector of the spacecraftis essentialfor
an understanding of these effects.
Paper number 90JB01949.
0148-0227/91/90JB-01949505.00
For a passive, nonferromagnetic spacecraft like LAunderstanding of the very weak forces acting on lasertracked satellites like LAGEOS [Cohen et al., 1985]. It is
now possible to measure its long-term acceleration to an
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GEOS, the main acting torques are (1) the parasitic currents
generated in its conducting body by the v x B force due to

the rotational velocity and (2) the gradient of the gravitational field of the Earth acting upon an oblate mass distribution. Surprisingly enough, the general problem of the torque
acting upon a conductor which spinsin an external magnetic
field does not seem to have been discussed in the literature.

Exact solutionshave been found, however, for a sphereand
spherical shell rotating in a uniform magnetic field [Halverson and Cohen, 1964, and references therein; Landau and
Lifshitz, 1960].
In our model the angular velocity to(t) is governed by a
first-order, nonlinear vectorial differential equation charac-

OF LAGEOS

around its axis of symmetry e in an external magnetic field B,
m, linear in B, must be a linear combination of tb x B and
6 (B. 6):
m = Va'&(&.

B)-

Va"B x &

(4)

a' + id' = a is the average (complex and dimensionless)
polarizability per unit volume and V is the volume of the
conductor. Hence the magnetic torque is quadratic in, and
orthogonal to, B:

Fm = Va'& x B(&' B)-

Va"(B x &) x B = F' + F"

(3')

We neglect here any deviation of the rotation axis from the

symmetryaxis e. The assumptione II o, is justifiedby the

terizedby threetimescales'themagnetic
decaytimev• •,
fact that a rotation about the principal axis correspondingto
thenodalperiodPN = 2•/1•, andthe"Hipparcos"
preces- the maximum momentum of inertia is stable. For LAGEOS,
sion period2rr/OOp
due to the gravitational
gradient.For

LAGEOS, the first two constant are of the same order of
magnitude; the last quantity is initially much larger, but
eventually, it becomes comparable. We attack the problem
with a combination of analytical approach (multiple time
scales [Bogoliubov and Mitropolski, 1961]) and numerical
integration and show the great variety and complexity of
results in different regions of parameter space.
Some measurements of the rotation period of LAGEOS
are available, using both a coherent laser and microwave
radar. One laser measurement is known [Sullivan, 1980] and
gave a rotation period of 1.44 s on April 11, 1979 (approximately 3 years after launch). At launch on May 4, 1976, the
period T was nominally 0.6 s [Ordahl, 1975]and the axis lay,

againnominally,in the orbitalplaneat an angle00 • 22øwith
the polar axis (cos 00 = -+0.92675) [Rubincam, 1987]. The
period seemsto increase approximately exponentially with a
time constantof about 3 y (M. Gaposchkin,private communication, 1989); in 1989 it should be about

in fact, the angular velocity was initially oriented along the
symmetry axis, which is also a stable principal axis. Landau
and Lifshitz [1960] have determined the functions a'(p/i•) and
d'(p/i•) for a uniform sphereof radius p; in the low frequency
limit (p << $) they obtain
.' -

4•r
pqcr2w
2 1(•.)4
105 c4

(5)

(6)

In this limit, the two contribution to the torque are proportional, respectively, to

p4

Vp4B2o.
2oo2

V•'7
B2
or C4

p2

V•-•B2ocVp
2B2rrw
(7)
½2

and the seconddominates. For LAGEOS, we set, in general,

11•14
[I•l2]

•' =

In the rotating frame the Earth's magnetic field changes

with the rotation frequency •oand inducesin the body of the
satellite eddy currents up to a depth of about
c

(1)

where •r is the electrical conductivity. Although the complex
structure of LAGEOS requires a delicate discussion to
assessthe importance for the torque of the penetration depth

t•'

105z'

MAGNETIC TORQUE ON LAGEOS

• (2•r•o•r)
1/2

10•rr

i•cc
• 26•r

0.6 exp (13/3) = 46 s
2.

=

• "=

/• "

20rr

(8)

(9)

The two dimensionlessfunctions•' and •" determineby how
much the electrical properties of the satellite differ from
those of a homogeneous sphere of the same radius, at low
frequency. The argument of the functions •' and •" is x =

p2/•2,andnotp/&asit isfora sphere.In thelow-frequency

limit we are primarily interestedin the parameter •"(0) and,
secondarily,in the parameters•'(0) and (d•'/dx)x=O, which
(1) (seelater),usingin equation(1) thevaluerr = 2.2 x 1017 produce contribution to the torque formally of the same
s-• [Harper, 1970]for aluminumalloy UNI 6061T6(the order. An important part of our work is to determine their
values for LAGEOS from the measurementsof the period.
material of the outer shell), we get
Equations (4) and (8) and (9) show that in the low-

• = 7.9 cm (T/0.6s)1/2

(2) frequency limit, the main contribution to the torque comes

which remains smaller than the radius p - 30 cm for a long
time after launch. Notwithstanding, as we shall discusslater,
we have good reasons to believe that the effect upon the
torque of a finite penetration depth is negligible.In general,

from the imaginary part a" of the complex polarizability. The
other term, being orthogonal to m, does not produce work;
its effect, reduced by the small value of the numerical
coefficient, is a precession with frequency:

the magnetic torque

V• '

l-'m = m x B

(3)

is determined by the magnetic moment m. For an axially
symmetric conductor rotating with angular velocity to

•m --

Cm

(B' •)B

(10)

where C is the moment of inertia with respect to the
symmetry axis e. This term changes the period of the
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satellite only indirectly, through the change in the direction
of rotation.

Whether or not the magnetic torque acting on LAGEOS
falls in the low-frequency regime cannot be said a priori.
Were LAGEOS a homogeneous aluminum sphere, because
of the large initial ratio p/& the functions/3' and/T would be
required in a finite interval; however, there are at least three
arguments which support the applicability of the lowfrequency limit. First of all, LAGEOS has a complex internal structure. It is made by two aluminum hemispherical
shells embedding an internal brass core. Although these
three parts are mounted in close mechanical contact, the
electrical conductivity at the inner boundaries is likely to be
very poor, due to the oxide layer on the aluminum surfaces.
In other words, the three main parts of the satellite may, to
a good degree, be considered as three distinct conductors
with no (or poor) electrical contact. The effective ratio p/•5is
hence smaller than the one computed with the bare geometrical radius of the satellite. Second, the main contribution to
the magnetic torque comes from currents flowing in the
external layers of the body, where the "skin effect" is less
important. Third, in the case of the homogeneoussphere the
values of a' and a" differ, for p/•5< 1.5 by lessthan 20% from
the values computed using the asymptotic expansions (5)
and (6). Hence we can expect that the low-frequency limit is
a good approximation even at the beginningof the mission.
In the following, we concentrate on this limit; as it will be
shown in section 4, equation (51), the excellent agreement of
the theory with the observations confirms, a posteriori, the
validity of this choice.
In this limit, the induced magnetic moment of the body is
simply

principles alone, without any explicit integration (see Appendix B); the required positive definite matrix
d2

(B2•ijBiBj)
=•'••ij

20z'c

cos I = n. E

lgij= • (11- 3 cos2I)aij -- ¬EiEj + • (l - 3 cos2I)rtirt
j
+ • (Eirt
j + Ejrti)COS
[

(16)

The vector n precesses around the polar vector E with the

nodalprecision,
at therate1•1
(forLAGEOS,0.343ø/d).
In the
frame where the node is at rest, we have

(17)

•kCOS

andthe matrixlgi/hasthe form

' b3ø
o

Bij =

(18)

where

bl = • (20- 39COS
2I q-27COS
4I)
2/3"(0)Bx eo

(11)

b2= • (5- 9 COS
2I) COS
I sinI

20,rrc2

(19)

b3= • (11- 3 cos2I)

2

fi"(O)o•.(BB- lB 2)

(12)

Theparameter
V0-p
2/ff'(O)
isto beunderstood
asaneffective
value, to be determined from the observations. For definite-

ness,we setp - 30 cmand0-= 2.5 x 1027s-1 andleave

b4= -•(3- 4 COS
2I- 9 COS
4I)
Neglecting, for the time being, the gravitational torque,

the mean rotational vector toi fulfils

/T(0) free.

1 dw i

....

[•ijO•j

12
m dt

3.

(15)

In Appendix B we show that

and the torque

F"= m x B = -V

(14)

can be expressed in terms of the magnetic dipole d, the
orbital radius a, and the normal n to the orbital plane. The
orbital inclination I is defined by

2

m = -V
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where

The magnetic field experienced by LAGEOS along its
orbit is not constant. Since the angular velocity changesvery
little in an orbital period, we can average the torque (12) for
the dipole magnetic field

d.r

rS

E and rotates

(21)

decayfrequency.The eigenvalues/3(i)
of the matrix•ij and

(13) theireigenvectors
u(i) playa crucialrole. u(1)andu(3)lie in

At the altitude of LAGEOS this is a good approximation.
The magnetic dipole vector d makes an angle D of about 10ø
with the axis of the Earth

Vm
= V 20•-Cc 2' d•

is the value, in the low-frequency limit, of the magnetic

r2d- 3r(r.d)

B= V r3

0'/92/•"(0)a2

around

it with the

period of a day. Although the finite value of the angle D can
be easily taken into account (see Appendix A), we shall, for
the sake of simplicity, neglect it here, thereby making an

error of orderD 2 • 0.037. When the orbit is circular,the
averaging operation can be done on the basis of symmetry

the plane of n and E; their eigenvalues are the roots of

(b1-- •)(b4- •)- b2
2-- 0

(22)

The last eigenvector u2, corresponding to the eigenvalue
/32 = b3, is orthogonalto the plane (n, E)
Exn

U(2)= N = •

IsinII

(23)
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o

fiij = fiij d-•fiij

(25)

is the sumof its runningaverage13ijovera nodalperiod

PN = 2•r/flI anda part813ij
whose
average
vanishes.
Both
are of order unity. The same separationcan be done for the
angular velocity'
to = • + 8to

(26)

and the equation of motion for • is

....
l' m dt

o0

'

'

5•0

6•0

'

9•0

(27)

The order of magnitudeof the last term on the right-hand

inclination

side can be evaluated as follows.

Fig. 1. Angle betweenthe Earth's rotation axis and the eigen-

&o satisfies

1 dSto

vectorof the matrix 13ijcorresponding
to the least eigenvalue

••
+ IlSto = -8l•'
l' m dt

as a functionof the orbital inclinationI. For I > 90ø, 03(/) =
03(I-

13. • - til3. tito

90ø).

to

(28)

The drivingterm in the right-handsidepreventsthe asymptotic decay of &o, but sinceit almost averagesout to zero in
Note that becauseof the nodal precession,the eigenvectors a nodal period P N, only a fraction of the last nodal period
are time-dependent.

will contributeto its value;hence&ois of orderPNi'rnw <<

WhenIll << I'm,the solutionis qualitatively
obvious: •oand the last term in (27) can be neglected.
each component

The average13ijis easilyobtainedfrom (16)by meansof
the relationships

•o(i) = •' U(i)

(24)
h i = E i COSI

of the angularrotation vector decreasesexponentiallywith

thetimeconstant
(fiji'm)-l' for a generic
initialvalue to(t)
asymptotically
alignswith the eigenvector
u(3)correspond-

(29)

3 cos2I - 1

ninj= «sin2ISij+

ingto the leasteigenvalue/33
. As the nodeslowlyprecesses,
the faster decay alongthe two other eigenvectorskeepsto

2

EiEj

(30)

almostalignedwith uo). In the limit 1•1= 0, the one- •ij = •6[(31- 42COS
21+ 27COS
4I)•ij
dimensional
subspaces
{v; v = ;tua•} are constants
of the
motion;however,onlythe subspace
generated
by uo•, is

+ (--13+ 78COS
2Istable.Figure 1 givesthe angle 03 it makeswith the polar
axisE asa functionof the inclinationI. The eigenvalue/33
is Its eigenvalues are
plottedin Figure2. For LAGEOS, with I = 109.8ø, /33=

•3 = •6(18q-36COS
21- 54COS
4I)

1.087, and 03 = 28.15ø.

In theopposite,
extremecaseIfil >> I'm,thevectorn has
a fast rotation

81COS
4I)EiEj]

and the matrix

(31)

(32)

with its eigenvectororiented along E, and

•1 = •2 = •6(31--42COS
2I + 27COS
4I)

(33)

Now, the explicitexpressions
(32) and (33) showthat/•3 is,
for any value of the inclination, the least eigenvalue;hence
the spin axis asymptotically aligns with the Earth axis.

Thegeneric
caseIllI • I'm(relevant
forLAGEOS)isbetter
discussedin the referenceframe rotating with the node. In

thisframethematrix/3•j
isequalto thematrix13ijfora fixed
node. Hence the rotating components•o'iof the angular
velocity fulfil

I'm dt

--

l,m

(E X to')i - 13ij ooj= - • COw
/ - 13
ij ooj
I,m

(34)

where

o-

o-

910 '

o 0

inclination

Cih = --Chi =

--1 0
0

Fig. 2. Leasteigenvalue
[•3of thematrix13id
asa function
of the
orbital

inclination.

0

is a skew matrix. The eigenvaluesof the matrix

(35)
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eigenvalue
is realanda </3. For largevaluesof •l/vm the
cone aperturetends to zero, as previously shown. In section
3 we provide an estimateof the quantity vm for the satellite
LAGEOS on the basis of the measures of the spin decay; it

turnsoutthatIfillyre- 1.64.
4.

GRAVITATIONAL

PRECESSION

The oblatenessof the spacecraft, determined by the combination
C-A

A= •
01

i

1

1

10

Fig. 3. Aperture of the stable precessioncone as a function of

theratioVm/l'•
for anorbitalinclination
of 110øor 70ø.In regions
A
and C, all eigenvalues
of Yij are real. In regionsB and D, two

C

(39)

of the principal moments of inertia, producesa precessionof
the spin vector around the normal n to the orbital plane with
the precession frequency
n2

eigenvaluesare complex conjugate; in B their real part is smaller
than the third (real) eigenvalue, and hence there is no stable
precessioncone. In region D the inequality is reversed.

top= -}•X-- cose

(40)

where n is the mean motion and e is the "obliquity" of the
spacecraft, defined by

h

Tij -- --[• ij -- -- Cij
1,•m

(36)

determine the asymptotic direction of the spin axis. When
the eigenvaluesare all real, the spin again aligns along the
eigenvector correspondingto the least eigenvalue, as in the

cos e=n---

(41)

This is the same process that determines the lunisolar,

Hipparcosprecession
of the Earth. We seethat sincetopor
1/to, the gravitational precession in the end dominates and

casefl = 0. Whentwo eigenvalues
are complexconjugate, may make the rotational dynamics chaotic. The mean mothe dynamics is more complicated. The general solution of
(34) is

tion of LAGEOS is 4.65 x 10-4 s-1 so that the instantaneous precessional period is

to(t)= e-ttt(AUleiyt+ A*ute-iyt)+ Bu3e-at
109.2 years

= 2e-t•t•(Aule i3't)+ Bu3e-"t

(37)
where T = 2rr/w is the satellite spin period and 3, = 3.35% is

Here a is the real eigenvalue
of Yij, while/•, y are the real the value of the oblateness of LAGEOS quoted in the
and imaginary parts of the complex eigenvalues. The constantsA = •(A) + iff(A) and B are determined by the initial
conditions. Equation (36) shows that again, the asymptotic
behavior of to is determined by the eigenvalue having the
smallestreal part. If this is the real eigenvalue, the spin axis
aligns with the correspondingreal eigenvector u3. In the
inertial frame, to asymptoticallyprecesseswith the period of
the node around the Earth's axis. The aperture 0• of the
precession cone depends on the inclination and the ratio

•t•//.•rn.
In theopposite
case/3< a, for larget,
to(t)= [Ae-t•t[cos(3,t+ qo)•(u•)- sin(3,
t+
(38)

arctan (ff (A)/•t,(A)

literature [Johnson e! al., 1976]. For a generic obliquity, one
would get an initial precessional period (i.e., immediately
after launch) of approximately 230 years (T = 0.6 s, 3, = 1/25,
e = 45ø). The obliquity of the spacecraft was however very
close to 90ø (cos e = 0.03 [Rubincam, 1987]), so that the
initial precessional period was actually much longer. The
magnetictorque has changedthe initial obliquity and greatly
increasedthe spin period. Using the spin period and satellite
obliquity predicted by the model, the gravitational precessional period was about 5 years in 1989 and is quickly
decreasing.For the extreme caseswe can again resort to the

multiple
scale
method.
WhenI%1>> (Ihl,l•rn),
thecomponent

toñ= to - Wlln

and to has no asymptotic direction.
This discussionis summarized in Figure 3, where the angle

(42)

0• is plottedas a functionof theparameterfl/Vmfor an of the angular velocity in the orbital plane rotates with an

exponentially
increasing
precession
frequencytopandhasan
almost
vanishing
average;
the
component
tOll-- to. n alongn
theregionA thecharacteristic
equationof thematrixYijhas
orbital inclination of 110ø or 70ø (relevant for LAGEOS). In

threerealroots.For smallvaluesof hipmtheconeaperture is not affected by the gravitational precession and fulfills
tends to the expected asymptotic value of 28.15ø. In region
B, two eigenvaluesare complex conjugateand/3 < a, so that
there is no asymptotic precession cone. In region C, all
eigenvaluesbecome again real. At last, in region D, only one

(equation (20)):

....
Pm

dt

(n. 13ßn)toll
= -,OiltOll
= - -•sin2/tOll (43)
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TABLE

13"(0)
A

0.213

B

0.213

C

0.220

IT(O)

1.

Least Squares Fit of the Data

(dlT'/dx)x=o

......

7 X 10-3

OF LAGEOS

<10 -4

......

TO

F"

0.55

0.34

0.55

0.34

0.61

0.26

F'

rrT/T

ß"
1.5 x 10-2
3.2 x 10-2

1.09 x 10-2
1.09 x 10-2
1.61 x 10-2

Torques are expressed in dyne centimeters.

Theangularspeeda,is onlyslightlyaffected
by a,pandfulfils We thank E. M. Gaposchkin for also giving us a copy of this
1

d•o

• o• • = -to' I•' to
12
m
dt

(44)

What counts is its average over a precession period, obtained from the obvious relationship (valid up to terms of

orderVm/•Op)

(tom)p
= •ol•nn
+ (toñtoñ)
= «•o2[sin
2sl - (3cos
2s - 1)nn]
(45)
and (20):

1967],for which the characteristic
ratio surface/distance
4

1 &o

= -• •o[5- cos2I + cos2 s(5- 9 cos2I)]

1•'
mdt

plot, but regret that becauseof military classificationrules, it
was not accompaniedby numerical results and their formal
errors. Also, we have no information about the spin direction. As elementary considerations show, because of the
modulation of the Doppler return line at the rotation frequency, a microwave radar measurement of the spin of
LAGEOS can be made fairly easily with a reasonable
antenna; it is difficult to recognize a military interest in such
a measurement.A similar method was used, for example, to
determine the rotation of Venus with the Arecibo, Haystack,
and Goldstone radar systems [Shapiro et al., 1979; Shapiro,

(46)

It can be confirmed that the right hand side is positive,

exceptfor cos2 e = cos2 I = 1, for whichit vanishes.
From (46) and (43) the obliquity e fulfils

was much smaller. We hope that these measurementswill be
periodically repeated for LAGEOS in the future.
We have numerically integrated (48) and fitted the available measurements of the spin period with the parameter

/T(0) (see (12) and (21)) and the initial spin period To (the
value TO = 0.6 s given by Ordhal [1975] was nominal). The
fit formally used the variable log T. We obtained

1 d cos s

1•'
m

•

dt

= ¬coss sin2 s(9COS
21- 5)

(47)

/3"(0) = 0.213

To = 0.55 s

(49)

WhenI < I0 = arccos(5/9)1/2= 41.8ø, the spinaxis The estimate of TO is in good agreement with the nominal
asymptotically aligns with the normal to orbital plane
0); when I > I0, the spin axis ends up rotating in the orbital
plane at an increasing rate.
5.

THE ANGULAR

VELOCITY

OF LAGEOS

It is interesting to apply the previous theory to the time
evolution of the spin axis of the satellite LAGEOS. In the
inertial frame, the equation of motion to be integrated are

1 dwi
....
Vm dt

13ij(t)toj+

we

1•rn

(48)

which is nonlinear in the componentsof the angularvelocity.
There are at least two methods for measuring the spin
With infrared radar, one can use the

return of four out of the 426 retroreflectors

which are made

of Germanium and suitable for operations at 10.6 /zm. By
analyzing the Doppler return frequency as a function of time,
Sullivan [1980] measureda period of 1.44 s on April 11, 1979.
A military microwave Doppler radar was used by E. M.
Gaposchkin (private communication of May 14, 1987, to R.
Kolenkiewicz) of Lincoln Laboratory, MassachusettsInstitute of Technology, who provided a plot with several measurements of the spin period from 1977 to 1983. The measurements

are rather

dense from

O'eft=O'/•"(0)= 4.8 1016S-1

(50)

Hence

SijktOjrt
k

Here we haveintroduced
thegravitational
torquea,ptox n,
vector of LAGEOS.

value and compatible with the performance of the third stage
of the Delta launcherused for LAGEOS. The value for/T(0)
can be translated into an effective value for the conductivity
•r; indeed, with this low-frequency approximation, the magnetic torque is equivalent to the magnetic torque experienced by a uniform sphere with radius p and effective
conductivity •ref such that (see (12))

March

1982 to November

1983 and show a big gap after April 1979 until resumption in
1982. A single measurement is available on March 20, 1987.

t•eff/p
-- t•/p[•"(0)]1/2= 0.57(T/0.6)1/2

(51)

which supports our "low-frequency" approximation. For a
further check, besides the low-frequency limit discussedso
far (model A), we have fitted the available data with two
more models: Model B uses first-order corrections (i.e., to

O(t•2/p
2)to thelow-frequency
limit,usingthefullexpression
(3') for the torque and also estimating/3'(0) and (dlT/dx)x=o
besides /T(0) and To, and model C is the "equivalent
sphere". We use full Landau-Lifshitz expression for the
polarizability a and fit the data with To and the parameter
/T(0) defined by (50).
In Table 1 we summarize the results of the fit, giving,
besidesthe values of the fitted parameters, the magnitude (in
dyne centimeters) of the two components of the magnetic
torque (see equation (3')) at t = 0 and the residual of the spin
period
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in a frame of reference with the x axis oriented along the line
of the nodes at t = 0 and z axis along the Earth's axis. The
above values are obtained from Rubincam [1987]. The very
accurate fit is an excellent confirmation of the appropriateness of the model.

o

........ •,

.......
time (y)

•'o

• "

i

•'6

Fig. 4. Predicted evolution of the LAGEOS spin period as a
function of time (years), under the action of magnetic and gravitational torques. The dots represent the measured values of the
period. Curve A refers to a southward orientation of to(O), while
curve B, which shows a poorer agreement, refers to the opposite
orientation.

Under the reversal of the sign of to, the magnetic torque
(12) is odd and the gravitational torque is unchanged. Hence
the initial conditions to(O)and -to(O) evolve differently if the
gravitational torque is important. Indeed, it turns out that a
southward orientation of the initial spin vector gives rise to
a faster decay of the spin period. A best fit of the experimental data with a northward orientation of the initial spin
vector would lead to a much poorer agreement (see Figure
4). Rubincam [1987] leaves the ambiguity in the orientation
of the initial spin vector unresolved. The present model gives
a precise indication about the sense of rotation, which, if
confirmed, will increase our confidence in its appropriateness.

The predicted evolution of the spin vector obtained from
(48) can be read off from Figure 5a, where the projection of
to/toon the equatorial plane is plotted starting from the initial
position at t - 0 and propagated for 14 years. For comparison, we have reported also the curve obtained from model C

(dashedline). The very similarbehaviorof the spinvectorin

]1/2 (52)

• (lnTi- In T(ti))2
o' T

i

T

N112

Figure 4 shows, besides the measured values, the predicted spin period increase obtained from the numerical
integration of (48), using the initial orientation of the spin
axis

0 = 158ø

•b = 104ø

both cases indicates, again, that the total torque can be
safely assumed to be linear in to (i.e., F' = 0). Two
successive marks on the curve are separated by 1 year.
Figure 5b is obtained when the gravitational precession is
turned off (this is the case of a satellite with A = 0). to now
has a spiralling periodic component due to the node precession and drifts toward the origin. For large t, to reaches a
stable precession cone of aperture 7.5 ø, as discussed in
section 3 (see also Figure 3). Comparison between Figures
5a and 5b shows the relevance of the gravitational precession for orientation of the spin axis. Figure 5a shows also the

]

[

1

-1

!

i

i

i

!

i

i

i

_
_

-1

Fig. 5. Projection of the (unitary) spin vector of LAGEOS on the equatorial plane at successivetimes for 14 years
sincelaunch. (a) Magnetic and gravitational torques (the dashedcurve is obtained from model C (equivalent sphere));
(b) magnetictorque only. Marks are spacedby 1 year. The x axis is oriented along the nodal line at t = 0.
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difficultyof reliablepropagations
of the spinvectorfor long ity to also reproduce very well those features not simply
inte•gration times. This is a consequence of the peculiar
coupled actions of the magnetic and gravitational torques,
which later make the satellite dynamics very sensitive to the
initial

conditions.

All models give similar results and show a good agreement
with the observations.In particular, both model B and model
C show that the torque F" largely dominates over F', thus
confirming our initial guess. For model C, the results of the

fit giveaneffective
conductivity
of crt = 4.9 x 1016s. (i.e.,
more than 4 times less than the bare conductivity of the outer

shell) and a penetration depth t$t = 16.9 cm, for T - 0, a
value 2.13 times larger than the one quoted in equation (2).

It is interesting to compare the quantities To and F"
obtainedin the three cases. Using modelsA and B, one
obtains a larger torque in the initial phaseof the decay. This
excess of dissipation "forces" the parameter To to a lower
value. Model C has initially a good agreement with the
observationsand a spin period equal to the nominal one (0.6
s), but in the end the total variance is larger than for the other
models. This indicates that higher-order terms of the magnetic polarizability may come into play in the early phase of
the slowing down. However, the above results provide a
convincingjustification to the use of the low-frequency limit.
It is also remarkable that within a couple of years from
launch all models indicate essentially the same period and
total torque. The large discrepancy in the value of F'
between models A and B can be explained with the fact that
the torque F', being orthogonal to to, does not affect directly
the spin period and therefore the determination of/•'(0) is
more difficult than the one of/3"(0). It must be mentioned,
however, that the least square function of model B exhibits
a well-marked

minimum

for the values of Table

1. Note

also

that usingthe samemodel B, the value of (dl3"/dx)x=O
cannot

related to a bare exponential trend. Moreover, the model is
sensitive to the sign of the initial angular velocity: If the
wrong sign is used in the initial conditions, the agreement
with the data is much poorer.
It would be interesting to use the evolution of the angular
velocity, as predicted by our theory, fo• an improved modelling of the so-called "radiation rocket" effect. In view of
this application, we think, however, that measurements of
the vectorial angular velocity would be very important for a
more complete and exhaustive test of the model. Recently
[Rubincam, 1990], an attempt to recover the position of the
spin axis of LAGEOS has been made by fitting anomalous
along-track acceleration data with a model of the Yarkovsky
thermal drag. Rubincam's conclusion is that the spin axis has
slightly drifted from its initial position toward the axis of the
Earth, in the period 1976-1987. This is roughly in agreement
with our results (see Figure 5a).
The evolution of the angular velocity, which up to now has
been determined essentially by the magnetic torque, will
exhibit in the future a much more complex and unpredictable
behavior, as the gravitational precession due to the slight
oblateness

of the

satellite

will

in the

end

dominate

its

dynamics. The exponential slowing down due to eddy currents will continue with approximately the same rate, and
the period of the gravitational precession, being proportional
to to, will become very short. Our model predicts that the
transition to the new regime, dominated by the gravitational
torque, will occur within 1-2 years from now (December
1990)and LAGEOS, like a very slow top, will start tumbling
faster and faster, with a chaotic dynamics. When the time

scale of variation of to will become comparablewith the
orbital period of the satellite, the theory developed in this
paper will be no longer applicable.

be reliably determined and is smaller, in absolute value, than

10-4. Thisfact maybe relatedto a generalpropertyof the

APPENDIX

magnetic polarizability of a homogeneous sphere, whose

expansion
in seriesof the parameter(p/$)2containsonly
terms of order 2n and 2n + 1 for the real and imaginary parts
(a' and a"), respectively. Hence for a uniform sphere,
(dl3"/dx)x=O= 0. Such a result may be valid, more generally,
for symmetric conductors spinning around the axis of symmetry.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have developed a theoretical model for
the evolution of the angularvelocity of an axially symmetric,
conducting satellite orbiting in a dipole magnetic field.
Although the treatment is quite general and some results are
interesting in themselves, the present work was driven by
the need to model the very tiny forces acting on the
laser-tracked

satellite

LAGEOS.

Dueto themagnetic
declination,/3i•
hasa dailyvariation
which can be averaged out; the orbital and the day averages
can be separately performed if tlie correspondingfrequen-

cies are separatedand do not show small integercommensurability. The second average is again done by symmetry.
Let D be the angle between the Earth axis E and the
magneticdipole d. Decomposingd in its polar and equatorial
components

d = Ed cos D + d'

(A1)

we have (d') = 0 and

(d'd')day
= !2d2sin2O(l - EE)

(A2)

(dd)day
= d2cos2DEE+ (d'd')day

As discussed in the intro-

duction, some of those forces depend indeed on the orientation of the spin axis of the satellite.
The predictions of the model are in excellent agreement
with the available measurements of the slowing down of
LAGEOS. Although the spin period shows a roughly exponential decay that can be predicted on the basis of simple
dimensionalconsiderations,somefeatures of the experimental curve are related to more complex phenomena, due to the
peculiar combined action of magnetic and gravitational
torque. The confidence in the model stems from its capabil-

A

= « d2[sin
2DI + (3 cos2- 1)EE]

(A3)

The day averageof/3i• will containthe true inclinationI,
given by equation (7) so that

(cOS2
IM)day
= 21(l -- 3 cos2D) cos2I + « sin2D
We obtain

(•ij)day
= • [1- • sin2O - 3(1- • sin2O) cos2I]•ij

BERTOTTI AND lESS' THE ROTATION

-• (2- 3 sin2D)EiEj

+ • [(1- • sin2D) cos2I - • sin2D]nin
j

(A4)

OF LAGEOS
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For a precise work one could use this expression instead of
equation (16)
APPENDIX

B

We wish to evaluate the average of the term

BiBj=

(3rirtcdtcr2di)(3rjrhdh
-- r2dj)
F

lO

(B1)

over a circular orbit of radius r in a plane with unit normal n.
Symmetry demands that

(rirj)= «r2(Sij-ninj)

(B2)

The averageof rirjrkrh,a fullysymmetric
tensorconstructed
only with Kronecker'stensor8ij and the vectorhi, must
have the general expression

(rirjrkrh)
= «r4ot(•ij•kh
+ •ih•jkd-•ik•jh)
+ -•r413
(• ijnknh+ • ihn
knj+ • iknhnj+ • kh
ninj
+ •jtcnin
h+ 8hjnintc)
+ r43'ninjntcnh

(B3)

The dimensionlesscoefficientsa,/3, and 3'are determinedby
the requirements (not independent)
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